Hello there folks! We've got something very important to talk to you about.

Yeah! Fun at the lake!

That's true, but having fun means playing safe in the water. There's a lot you should know, and that's what this book is full of.

Yea! It's full of fun!

There's stuff about swimming, boating and just plain common sense.

Yeah! It's full of fun!

And pictures to color... and games to play... Come on let's have fun!

Alright, alright, I guess it's time to move on, so come with us!
WELL, LOOK HERE WATER SAFETY AT IT'S BEST

THAT'S RIGHT! AND YOU'LL HAVE A GREAT TIME IF YOU JUST FOLLOW SOME SIMPLE RULES. UNFORTUNATELY NOT EVERYBODY DOES.
JUMPIN' CRAWDADS! THAT DOESN'T LOOK VERY SAFE!
LIKE I SAY, RULES GET BROKEN AND THE FIRST RULE IS LEARN TO SWIM!
Stay clear of dangerous swimming areas and make your way to places that are meant for swimming.

Let's connect those dots and find out what makes a safe swimming place unsafe.
I CAN BARELY STAND TO SEE SOMEONE SWIMMING ALONE. WHO'S GONNA HELP HIM WHEN HE'S IN TROUBLE?
CHECK THIS OUT! THEY'RE USING THE BUDDY SYSTEM. THAT'S SAFE AND LOOKS LIKE A LOT MORE FUN.
Even with the buddy system kids should always swim where their parents can see them. These two are just asking for trouble.
MAYBE HE SHOULD HAVE KNOWN HOW DUMB IT IS TO DIVE INTO A LAKE. NOBODY SHOULD EVER DIVE INTO A LAKE OR RIVER.
HELP HIM FIND A WAY OUT TO ONE OF THESE THINGS AND YOU COULD SAVE HIS LIFE.
There are seven things in this boat that you need for safety. Circle all seven then look in a mirror to see how many you got right. Good luck!

Answers:
Life jacket, oar, fire extinguisher, first aid kit, flashlight, whistle, life preserver
DON'T WORRY... AS SOON AS SOMEONE CONNECTS THE DOTS, THOSE GUYS WILL HAVE ALL THEY NEED.
Not only are those guys taking chances with too many people in the boat and no life jackets, but drinking alcohol has nothing to do with being safe around water.
STAYING WITH "IT" SAVED HIS LIFE.
CONNECT THE DOTS TO FIND OUT WHAT IT IS.
WATER SAFETY'S GREAT BUT, I IMAGINE THERE'S A FEW OTHER THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT HAVING FUN OUTDOORS.

YEA, LIKE TAKING CARE OF THE OUTDOORS AND NOT... OUCH! ...LITTERING.
Also cutting on trees or sticking them with nails and stuff does more damage than people think.
If this guy doesn't make sure this fire is out, the wind could start to blow and these hot ashes will become a dangerous fire! Doose all fires when leaving your site.
WELL, I THINK WE GOT THE POINT ACROSS. WATER CAN BE A DANGEROUS PLACE IF YOU DON'T PLAY SAFELY. WE SAW A LOT OF THINGS AND TALKED ABOUT A LOT OF RULES TO FOLLOW TO MAKE SURE EVERYONE HAS A GREAT TIME.

YEAH! AND WE SURE HAD A LOT OF FUN!
Tlsbooks.com has provided this coloring book in .pdf format for your convenience.
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